RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. OWNER SHALL REGULARLY INSPECT AND CLEAN OUT DINING AREA AND PORTION OF PUBLIC SIDEWALK ADJACENT TO DINING AREA. OWNERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO DEVELOP A MAINTENANCE PLAN FOR RINSING OUT, KEEPING THE AREA FREE OF DEBRIS, AND KEEP ALL PLANTS IN GOOD HEALTH.

2. OWNER SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE TO REMOVE AND REINSTALL SPACE SHOULD THERE BE A NEED FOR PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE REPAIR (I.E. BASE REPAIR, PAVEMENT RESURFACING, UTILITY ACCESS) TO THE PAVEMENT.

3. OWNER SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE TO RESPOND TO AND FOR INCIDENTS THAT CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE AREA (I.E. GRAFFITI, VEHICLE COLLISION, NATURAL DISASTERS, ETC.). CITY MAINTENANCE SERVICES SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE TO REPAIR OR REPLACE TO THE ABOVE MENTIONED.

4. OWNER MUST PROVIDE ACCESS TO MAINTAIN GUTTER, DRAINAGE, TREES, AND IRRIGATION FACILITIES.

5. OWNER SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE TO RESPOND TO INCIDENCES THAT CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE AREA (I.E. GRAFFITI, VEHICLE COLLISION, NATURAL DISASTERS, ETC.). CITY MAINTENANCE SERVICES SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE TO REPAIR OR REPLACE TO THE ABOVE MENTIONED.

6. OWNER IS REQUIRED TO SWEEP THE SURROUNDING AREA AND KEEP IT LITTER-FREE AS CITY STREET SWEEPERS ARE UNABLE TO REACH THE CURB LINE IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO THE SPACE.

7. CODE COMPLIANCE AND BUILDING DIVISION TO CARRY OUT INSPECTIONS FOR REVOCABLE ENCROACHMENT PERMITS.

8. A BUILDING PERMIT AND ENCROACHMENT PERMIT WILL BE REQUIRED FOR THE PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION OF OUTDOOR STRUCTURES OR ELECTRICAL IMPROVEMENTS.

9. OWNER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES TO PAVEMENT DUE TO THE WEIGHT OF ANY STRUCTURE, STRUCTURE POSTS, OR ANCHOR BOLTS USED TO FASTEN STRUCTURE TO THE PAVEMENT. WHEN STRUCTURE IS REMOVED, THE OWNER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR RESTORING THE PAVEMENT TO A STATE OF GOOD REPAIR, REMOVING ALL MATERIALS INCLUDING ELECTRICAL CONDUITS AND DEBRIS.

10. OWNER SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE TO CLEAN, DISINFECT, AND MAINTAIN THE OUTDOOR DINING STRUCTURE SHOULD A BIO-HAZARD COMPLAINT BE FILED (I.E., FECES, URINE, BLOOD, HAZMAT, ETC.).

GENERAL NOTES:

1. ALL LAYOUTS ARE PRE-APPROVED DESIGNS AND PROVIDE GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA. THE LAYOUTS HAVE BEEN PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH RECOGNIZED ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES AND REPRESENT CITY DESIGN CRITERIA.

2. EXISTING PARALLEL PARKING STALL DIMENSIONS ASSUMED TO BE 22' LONG AND 7' TO FACE OF CURB.

3. NO STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS CAN EXTEND BEYOND 7' FROM THE FACE OF CURB INCLUDING POSTS, TOP RAILS, AND OVERHANG STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS.

4. AL FRESCO DINING MAY NOT USE PART OF ADJACENT PARKING SPACES OR ENCROACH ON RIGHT OF WAY.

5. ALL SPACES MUST MEET MINIMUM ADA STANDARDS. LAYOUT DESIGN CRITERIA ARE RECOMMENDED. ANY PROPOSED WORK THAT DOES NOT MEET THE RECOMMENDED VALUES TO BE APPROVED BY PUBLIC WORKS.

6. CONTINUOUS OPAQUE WALLS ABOVE THE STRUCTURAL WALL (3.5' HIGH) THAT BLOCKS VIEW INTO THE DINING AREA FROM THE SURROUNDING STREETScape IS PROHIBITED.

7. CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS TO BE OF HIGH QUALITY, DURABLE, AND SUITABLE FOR PUBLIC USE. CEDAR WOOD OR METAL ARE RECOMMENDED MATERIALS. WALLS MAY CONSIST OF PLANTERS, RAILING, BOLLARDS, OR CABLING. APPLICANTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO SUBMIT ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS THAT ARE PREFERRED BY THE APPLICANT.

8. ANY OVERHEAD STRUCTURES TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF 7' VERTICAL CLEARANCE.

9. EXISTING SIGNS, SIGNALS, AND STORE FRONTAGES MUST REMAIN VISIBLE FROM STREET.

10. IN RESTRICTIVE CONDITIONS, PEDESTRIAN ZONE MUST PROVIDE A MINIMUM 3' CLEAR WIDTH AND A CLEAR 5' x 5' SPACE EVERY 200' TO ALLOW WHEELCHAIR 360° TURNS UPON APPROVAL OF PUBLIC WORKS. CROSS SLOPE MUST BE LESS THAN 2%.

11. NO OBJECT SHALL OBSTRUCT OR BLOCK ANY CITY-OWNED SIGN OR SIGNAL.

12. RELOCATED CITY SIGNS AND BIKE RACKS TO BE FUNDED BY APPLICANT AT A 1:1 RATIO REPLACEMENT.

13. AT THE DISCRETION OF THE CITY, ADDITIONAL SAFETY FEATURES MAY BE REQUIRED IF LOCATION IS SUSCEPTIBLE TO COLLISIONS.

14. SEATING LAYOUT USED IN OUTDOOR AREA SHALL CONFORM TO ADA STANDARDS.

15. IF CAPACITY WARRANTS AN INCREASE IN FACILITIES, OWNER SHALL MEET NEW STANDARDS.

16. THE APPLICANT SHALL NOT ATTACH LIGHTING, WIRING, SIGNAGE OR ANYTHING ELSE TO THE TREES WITHOUT A SEPARATE TREE PERMIT FROM THE URBAN FORESTRY SECTION OF PUBLIC WORKS.

17. THE APPLICANT SHALL NOT PLACE A HEATER OR HEAT SOURCE UNDER ANY TREE AT ANY TIME.
TYPICAL OBSTACLES:
1. 5’ MINIMUM CLEARANCE DESIRED FROM ALL TREES. 2.5’ MINIMUM CLEARANCE REQUIRED.
2. A MINIMUM 2.5’ FROM EDGE OF TREE IS REQUIRED WITH RAILING SEPARATING PLATFORM FROM TREE. OUTDOOR DINING AREA SHALL NOT PASS OVER TREE WELLS.
3. MINIMUM 3’ CLEARANCE BETWEEN FIRE HYDRANT, BACKFLOW PREVENTERS, AND OBSTRUCTIONS SUCH AS BASES AND WALLS.
4. IF LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION FACILITIES ARE COVERED BY A RAISED BASE, ACCESS OPENING SHALL BE PROVIDED.

BUFFER AREA:
1. BUFFER AREA CONTAINS STRUCTURAL BASE AND WALL. SEE STRUCTURAL SHEETS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
2. BUFFER AREA RECOMMENDED TO BE A MINIMUM OF 1’ WIDE ALONG EXISTING PARKING STALL LIMITS.
3. IF WALL WIDTH IS LESS THAN 1’, BUFFER AREA TO CONTAIN CURB STOPS ALONG LIMITS OF EXISTING PARKING STALL.
4. A VISIBLE EDGE TO OUTDOOR DINING AREA IS REQUIRED. SEE EDGE MARKING DETAIL BELOW.
5. OWNER MAY ADD REMOVABLE BOLLARDS PER CITY OF SACRAMENTO DETAIL T-231 OR SURFACE MOUNTED OBJECT MARKERS AT CORNERS OF EXISTING PARKING STALL.

TEMPORARY PATH:
1. PATH SHALL NOT CONFLICT WITH TREES AND LOCATION TO BE APPROVED BY CITY ARBORIST.
2. PATH TO BE PLACED IN AN UNOBSCTURED AREA WHERE THERE IS THE LEAST AMOUNT OF RUNNING SLOPE ALONG THE CURB AND SIDEWALK.
3. PATH TO BE COMPOSED OF DECOMPOSED GRANITE OR CONCRETE.
4. CONCRETE MAXIMUM DEPTH 4”.
5. CONCRETE SHOULD NOT INCLUDE STRUCTURAL REBAR AND MUST WEIGH LESS THAN 200 POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT.

EDGE MARKING:
1. ALL EXTERIOR WALL EDGES SHALL CONTAIN HIGH INTENSITY RETROREFLECTIVE TAPE, REFLECTORS, OR MARKINGS.
2. RETROREFLECTIVE ELEMENTS MUST BE VISIBLE TO DRIVERS AT NIGHT.
3. ADDITIONAL RETROREFLECTIVE ELEMENTS ALONG WALLS RECOMMENDED.

WHEEL STOP:
1. WHEEL STOPS, IF REQUIRED, TO BE PLACED WITHIN PERMITTED PARKING STALL
2. WHEEL STOPS TO BE BLACK WITH YELLOW STRIPES.
3. INSTALLED A MINIMUM OF 3’ FROM BUFFER WALL.
4. FOR 7’ WIDE PARALLEL PARKING STALL, USE TWO WHEEL STOPS.
5. MAY USE BIKE RACKS IF SPACE PERMITS.
KEY TERMS:

PARKWAY  PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY. EXISTING PARKWAY IS PART OF SIDEWALK
PEDESTRIAN ZONE  ADA COMPLIANT PEDESTRIAN PATH OF TRAVEL
OUTDOOR DINING  USABLE AREA FOR THE APPLICANT
BUFFER AREA  SPACE OFFSET FROM PARKING STALL PERIMETER TO USABLE DINING AREA. BUFFER AREA CONTAINS STRUCTURAL BASES AND WALLS. BUFFER AREA TO BE A MINIMUM OF 1’ WIDE ALONG EXISTING PARKING STALL LIMIT
ISOMETRIC VIEW

NOTES:
1. FOR GENERAL NOTES, RESPONSIBILITIES, DETAILS, AND TERMS SEE PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS CIVIL.
2. OUTDOOR DINING AREA IN PARALLEL PARKING STALL TO CONTAIN A MINIMUM OF 2 STALLS.

LEGEND:
- RESTAURANT SPONSOR
- PUBLIC AMENITY ZONE
- BUFFER WALL AREA. SEE STRUCTURAL LAYOUTS.
- BASE DINING AREA. SEE STRUCTURAL LAYOUTS.
GENERAL STRUCTURAL NOTES:

APPLICABLE SPECIFICATIONS AND CODES
1. CBC 2019
2. NDS-2018
3. AISC-360
4. ASCE7-16
5. CITY OF SACRAMENTO PARKLET PROGRAM MANUAL (DATED 2014)

DESIGN CRITERIA
1. DEAD LOAD - ACTUAL TRIBUTARY STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
2. LIVE LOAD - 100 PSF ON DECK
   - 200 LBF IN ANY DIRECTION ON RAILING
3. WIND LOAD - NOT APPLICABLE
4. SEISMIC LOAD - NOT APPLICABLE

MATERIALS
1. CONCRETE
   a. POST-INSTALLED EXPANSION ANCHOR BOLTS SHALL BE HILTI KWIK BOLT TZ2 CS WEDGE ANCHOR, OR APPROVED EQUAL.

2. STEEL
   a. DESIGN STRENGTH
      PIPES: A53 GRADE B - FY = 35 KSI
      HSS (RECTANGULAR): A500 GRADE B - FY = 46 KSI
      ALL OTHER PLATES AND SHAPES: A36 - FY = 36 KSI
   b. ALL STEEL MEMBERS SHALL BE PAINTED OR GALVANIZED.

3. WOOD
   a. STRUCTURAL LUMBER SHALL BE WESTERN CEDAR #2 AND BETTER.
   b. PLYWOOD SHALL BE 5 PLY APA RATED SHEATHING MARKED "STRUCTURAL-1", EXTERIOR EXPOSURE, CD GRADE. SPAN RATING SHALL BE 40/20 FOR 3/4" THICK PLYWOD.
   c. FASTENERS SHALL BE SIMPSON SD SCREW #9 OR APPROVED EQUAL FOR ALL CONNECTIONS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
   d. FOR PLYWOOD FASTENER SCHEDULE, SCREWS SPACED AT 6 INCHES ON CENTER AT EDGES AND 12 INCHES AT INTERMEDIATE SUPPORTS.

4. REFLECTIVE ELEMENTS ON WALLS
   a. SEE CIVIL DETAIL SHEET
STRUCTURAL LAYOUT 1
- STRUCTURAL BASE AT CURB LEVEL
- WALL: WOOD RAILING APPLICABLE
- CANOPY APPLICABLE (REFER TO CANOPY IN STRUCTURAL LAYOUT 5 AND 6)

BASE PLAN
DECK ATTACHMENT TO CURB WITH 1/2" DIA. EXPANSION ANCHOR WITH 2" MIN. EMBEDMENT
FLAT 2x4 BLOCKING @ 8'-0" MAX. O.C.

SECTION A-A

EXISTING PARKING

1/2" DIA. EXPANSION ANCHOR

2x4 FLAT WOOD HANDRAIL, TYP

4x4 WOOD POST AS BARRIER, TYP

2x4 WOOD RAILING

3/4" THICK PLYWOOD OR TONGUE AND GROOVE DECK

WEDGE BLOCK SCREWED TO 2x4 TYP

EXISTING SLOPE

EXISTING PARKING

16 GAGE 3" WIDE BENT PLATE

7'-0" MAX.

OPEN

WOOD BLOCKING AT EXPANSION ANCHOR, WHERE APPLICABLE

1/2" DIA. EXPANSION ANCHOR

MIN. EMBED. LENGTH

1'-0" GAP

3/4" THICK PLYWOOD OR TONGUE AND GROOVE DECK

2x4, TYP OF 3

EDGE OF CURB

4x4 WOOD POST BARRIER @ 4'-0" MAX. O.C., TYP

DATE: MAY 2022

REV.  DATE  DESCRIPTION

CITY OF SACRAMENTO  STRUCTURAL LAYOUT 1  DATE: MAY 2022
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION  BASE AT CURB LEVEL  SCALE: NONE